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Learning Journal #5 

Week 5 at the Lane SBDC: 

Thursday 05/21/2014- At the SBDC I mainly continued work on updating the social media file, A master 

file of contact information and web addresses of various social media site for each client, by searching 

the internet for clients business webpages and related social media site. I also, continued to like post 

and pages for local businesses to expand the SBDC’s reach online. Tina Thomas, an administrator, 

opened HootSuite and described to me how the system is used to manage Social media posts on 

Twitter, Facebook, and Google+. I learned about how posts are created to inform clients of upcoming 

events such as classes, workshops, and other services. When the schedule comes out these posts are 

generated and uploaded from a spreadsheet and schedule out for a month or greater. This is directly 

related to the work I’ve been doing to like client’s pages and posts to balance the activity on each of the 

social media site so that the SBDC has a more involved and engaged presence. Additionally, I had a 

chance to meet Nick Wiley the social media advisor and instructor. We briefly spoke about the work I’ve 

been doing and he agreed to let me sit in on one of his classes this month. 

Reading Reflection 

 The organizational culture of Lane Community College is a fascinating topic for me. I first attended 

college in 2003 seeking a degree in Museum and Gallery operations. When I came to Lane CC I was 

returning to college after working in the arts industry for most of a decade. I told a friend a former 

coworker that I was interested in returning to college. She had been a student at Lane and brought me 

to the school to begin registration and give me a tour of the campus. After my last job I was eager to join 

a community of peers and be fully engaged in my experience at Lane. I immediately sought out 

information about the various campus resources. I attended all the workshops I could fit into my 

schedule. When I discovered TRIO I applied and was accepted into the program. This strengthened my 

support system and allowed me to connect with other students. I knew I wanted to study Business and 

began taking core classes first, which also helped me to connect with others students who had a similar 

drive. Additionally, I began uses the Business Resource Center and then the Math Resource Center 

regularly.  I soon was invited to join the honors program and did so. The honors program has been 

challenging and insightful. Generally, I think that Lane CC offers students many opportunities to receive 

help if they are willing to seek it. 

 Yet, all is has not been easy at lane and cracks have appeared in the institutions foundation. I was once 

asked out by an instructor before grades were final. I felt this was inappropriate and was quite surprised 

that an instructor would be so forward or that it might even be considered acceptable behavior at Lane. 



I’ve felt completely disrespected by a financial services officer. When I have asked for guidance I was 

treated as if I was ignorant. When I asked about my option I was treated as if I should just do as I was 

told and not ask questions. I’ve since heard from a number of other students that they have also faced 

poor treatment from some in the financial services department. I’ve also felt misguided by an instructor 

which resulted in my receiving a grade I felt was lower than that which I should have earned based on 

the amount of work I had done for the classes. I’ve heard instructors talk about students being 

undisciplined and lazy, which I think is possible but I also think that college is a place for students to 

learn self-direction and purpose. I don’t think all students should be expected to have these skills when 

beginning their college education. I think it’s important for instructors to consider and foster students’ 

improvement, not simply dismiss some as undisciplined and lazy. I’ve heard from one student who was 

struggling in math explain that their instructor offered extra credit that seemed to be designed to give 

more advanced students the opportunity to earn additional point in the classes while frustrating 

students who were struggling and needed the a chance to boost their grades.  

I think that lane has many excellent qualities and that the schools goals and expectations are 

commendable based on Lane’s Core Learning Outcomes. Yet, as I understand it graduations rates are 

low and student enrollment has been dropping. As the readings for this week explain, if organizational 

artifacts are not explained by espoused values then it reveals that underlying assumptions are not truly 

representative of the espoused values, in this case Lane’s Core Learning Outcomes, and change is 

needed to align the three elements of the organizational culture either by undertaking “… initiatives that 

are congruent with the intuition’s underlying assumptions, or modify[ing] the underlying assumptions to 

be congruent with the desired changes” (Eckel 61). It appears to me that Lane is experiencing 

institutional changes. As Lane’s Core Learning Outcomes seem to me like positive expectations, I would 

guess that they have been newly espoused and that efforts are being made to change Lane’s underlying 

assumptions to meet these values. Perhaps, more should be done to impress the Core learning 

Outcomes on both students and staff.  

I could not find a mission statement posted on the SBDC’s website. I suppose I’ll bring this to the 

attention of the administrators. Also, I failed to interview members of the staff regarding the mission 

statement and achievement of organizational goals. If you think it’s appropriate I’ll do so this week. This 

is a truly fascinating issue.  

 

At my last job I felt disconnected to my coworkers and employers. The last gallery/ frame shop I worked 

for was much more retail driven than art driven as other galleries I had worked had been. As part of a 

small team, of only three to four members two of which w In contact with only a few others at work    

 


